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Philosophy 364
Metaphysics
TuTh 2-3:15
Skinner 1115
Syllabus
INSTRUCTOR: Mathias Frisch
OFICE ADDRESS: Skinner 1108B
PHONE: (301) 405-5710
E-MAIL: mfrisch@umd.edu
OFFICE HOURS: Tu 3:15-4:15; Th 12-1
Course description:
Metaphysics is the philosophical study of what there is. Questions asked by philosophers interested in
metaphysics include: Do abstract entities such as numbers, kinds, or properties exist? What is the status
of the claim “It is impossible for humans to fly” and other claims involving necessity and possibility?
Are past and future objects and events real in the same way present objects and events are? Scientists tell
us that smoking causes cancer. But what is it for one thing to be the cause of another? In this course we
will survey a number of different topics central to contemporary metaphysics and will focus on one
particular issue in somewhat greater depth—the nature of causation.
Books:
Required:
 Sosa and Tooley (eds.), Causation (Oxford University Press) (Causation)
 Michael Loux (ed.), Metaphysics: Contemporary Readings (MCR)
 Michael Loux, Metaphysics: A Contemporary Introduction, 3rd edition (Loux)
 Articles on electronic reserve.
Rough Schedule of Readings:
WEEK 1 (8/31)
Introduction
Reading:
Loux: Introduction
WEEK 2 (9/5&7)
Universals (I): Realism
Reading:
Loux: ch.1, metaphysical realism
Russell, “The Problem of Universals,” MCR, I.1
WEEK 3 (9/12&14)
Universals (II): Nominalism
Reading:
Loux: ch.2, nominalism
Quine, “On What There Is,” MCR, I.3
Williams, “The Elements of Being,” MCR, I.4
WEEK 4 (9/19&21)
Universals (III): Promiscuous Realism
Reading:
Dupre: The Disorder of Things (excerpts)
WEEK 5 (9/26&28)
Modality and Possible Worlds
Reading:
Loux, ch. 5
Lewis, “Possible Worlds,” MCR, III.10
Plantiga, “Acutalism and Possible Worlds, MCR, III.11
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WEEK 6 (10/3&5)
The Nature of Time (I)
Reading:
Loux, ch. 7
McTaggart, “Time,” MCR, IV.14
Broad, “Ostensible Temporality,” MCR, IV.15
Prior, “The Notion of Present,” MCR, IV.17
Smart, “The Space-Time World,” MCR, IV.18
Mellor, “The Need for Tense,” MCR, IV.19
WEEK 7 (10/10&12)
MIDTERM 10/10
The Nature of Time (II)
WEEK 8 (10/17&19)
Causation (I):
Reading:
Loux, ch. 6
Russell, “On the Notion of Cause”
Anscombe, “Causality and Determination,” Causation, V
WEEK 9 (10/24&26)
Causation (II): Mackie’s regularity account
Reading:
Mackie, “Causes and Conditions,” Causation, I
WEEK 10 (10/31)
No class on 11/2
Causation (III): Lewis’s counterfactual account
Reading:
Lewis, “Causation,” Causation, XI
Kim, “Causes and Counterfactuals, Causation, XII
Horwich, “Lewis’s Programme,” Causation, XIII
WEEK 11 (11/7&9)
Causation (IV): Salmon’s process account
Reading:
Salmon, “Probabilistic Causality,” Causation, VIII
Salmon, “Causality: Production and Propagation,” Causation, IX
WEEK 12 (11/14&16)
Causation (V): Agency and Intervention
Reading:
von Wright, “On the Logic and Epistemology of the Causal Relation,”
Causation, VI
WEEK 13 (11/21)
Causation: Review
WEEK 14 (11/28&30) First Paper due 11/28
Realism and Anti-realism (I)
Reading:
Loux, ch. 9
Dummett, “Realism,” MCR, VI.25
Quine, “Ontological Relativity,” MCR, VI.26
Putnam, “A Problem about Reference,” MCR, VI.27
WEEK 15 (12/5&7)
Realism and Anti-realism (I)
Reading:
van Inwagen, “Objectivity,” MCR, VI.28
WEEK 16 (12/12)
Review
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TEACHING METHOD AND EVALUATION: Lecture and discussion. You will be expected to have
done the assigned reading before you come to class to be able to participate in the discussion. Learning
philosophy is as much learning a style of thinking and reasoning as it is learning certain contents.
Therefore it is important that you try to participate actively and learn to engage with the readings
critically.
There will be one midterm on 10/10 in class (worth 25%); two 6- to7-page papers, due on 11/28 and on
12/14 (25% each); and a final (25%). In order to pass the course you need to complete all course
requirements.
Tips for writing a paper:
1)

2)
3)
4)
5)

6)
7)

It is important that you proofread each of your papers and check it for typos, spelling
mistakes and grammatical errors. I will grade your paper down, if it contains a large number
of such errors. It is part of the criteria for an A paper that the paper contain hardly any
spelling mistakes or grammatical errors.
Use the active voice and try to avoid the passive voice. For example: ‘Russell argues’
instead of ‘it is argued by Russell .’
Write in complete sentences! Reading what you have written out aloud can help you identify
sentence fragments.
Write in a straightforward, clear style. Use only words whose meaning you yourself
understand. If you need to use a ‘technical term’ whose meaning is not widely understood,
explain how you are using it.
Your paper needs to be begin with a short and focused introductory paragraph. In your
introduction you should briefly introduce the question or problem you will be addressing and
state your thesis. Also you should provide an outline of the strategy you will use to discuss
the problem. It is best, if you use the first person voice in introducing what you will write
about.
The point of a philosophy paper is to present an argument. One strategy for writing a paper is
to present a position you disagree with, discuss the reasons one might offer in support of that
position and then raise objections to these reasons.
Start writing your paper early enough to allow yourself time for revisions. Often it is helpful
after you complete a draft of your paper to wait a couple of days before you return to it. By
gaining a little distance you will be able to assess your own work more critically. You might
also consider giving your paper someone else to read. (If you feel like you have trouble
writing papers, you might take it to the Writing Center here on Campus.) Someone who is
not familiar with the course material will be able to tell you if your paper is sufficiently clear
and self-contained.

A note about the reading philosophy:
Even though the number of pages we will read for each class is going to be relatively small, you should
budget enough time for the reading to be able to read each piece at least three times. Don’t expect to be
able to ‘breeze through’ the texts and you can avoid a lot of frustration. Hume is a pleasure to read, but
he is often making difficult and subtle arguments and obviously is not writing in modern American
English. For all the readings you should have a pen and paper ready to take notes as you read. Hume’s
text, like all philosophical writing, is concerned with advancing and defending arguments. Your task will
be to try to reconstruct the arguments and to critically evaluate them.
The first reading of the text should be fairly quick. Your goal here should be to get a first, rough
sense of the general argument Hume is advancing and the rough structure of the text. What is his main
thesis? (write this down!) Where in the text is he arguing for it? Where does he address objections?
Where does he discuss qualifications? Where does he motivate the argument? Don’t worry, if during the
first reading you don’t yet understand how precisely Hume is arguing for a thesis.
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The second reading should be devoted to giving a reconstruction of the argument that is as
sympathetic as possible. Now you should spend a lot of time on trying to understand how the author
supports the main thesis, and how s/he might address potential objections. Here it is usually useful to try
to jot down the following: What are the premises of the argument? How are the premises themselves
supported? For example Hume might appeal to shared intuitions or might claim that the premises are
self-evident. (e.g., “Obviously all our beliefs are ultimately based on observation…”) What are the steps
which are meant to get the author from the premises to the conclusion? (Here worlds like ‘because’ and
‘therefore’ can provide a clue.) You might think of yourself as engaging in a dialogue with the text here.
Ask critical questions of the text, such as “You say that all simple ideas are copies of impressions. Why
should I be compelled to accept this?” Then search the text for answers. At this stage your aim should
not yet be to try to discover flaws or problems in the argument. Aim to make the argument as strong as
possible.
Finally it is time to be critical. During a third reading you ought to try to see if you can uncover
weaknesses in the arguments. If someone would want to disagree with a conclusion, there are two
general ways in which one might attack the author’s arguments. One, you can disagree with one or more
of the premises. That is you might accept that if we grant the premises, then the conclusion follows, but
you might disagree with one or more of the premises. (But then you should ask yourself how you would
respond to the attempt to motivate the premises.) Or, two, you might disagree with one or more of the
steps in the argument. That is, you might be willing to accept the premises, but you might deny that this
commits you to the conclusion as well. If you have an objection of the latter kind you should try to
explain why it is possible to accept the author’s premises and yet deny his or her conclusions. (Of course
you also might have objections of both kinds.)
A careful reading of a difficult text takes time. Learn to read patiently and slowly, and before you
get frustrated, remember that even professional philosophers struggle with some of the texts you are
reading. One of the most wonderful aspects of reading philosophy is that it allows you to engage in
conversations with some of the deepest and most original thinkers of all times. Enjoy the challenge!
ACADEMIC INTEGRITY:
As you know, the university has a student-administered Honor Code and Honor Pledge which commits
you neither to give nor receive any unauthorized assistance on any of your assignments. Unauthorized
assistance includes plagiarizing papers. Whenever you quote from an author directly you must identify
the quote and add a reference to the source. The same goes for very close paraphrases of someone else’s
ideas.
ACCOMODATIONS FOR STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES:
If you need special accommodations please let me know at the beginning of term so that we can work out
appropriate arrangements.
RELIGIOUS OBSERVANCES:
If you will need to miss class for religious observances, please let me know within the first couple of
weeks of class.

